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Abstract  
Most construction projects are not delivered on time. In some projects, the project master wants to 

complete the project at the specific time that is less than the normal project completion time. Obviously, 

it is better to reduce the project time with lowest cost. For this paper the data is collected about a canal 

construction project from the project supervisor. The linear programming model is applied to find crash 

time for each activity. Then the model is solved by Excel software, and results are obtained for each 

activity. Finally, the optimal cost related to the requested crash time was determined. 

خواهد پروژه را در زمان یها، کارفرما ماز پروژه یشوند. در برخیداده نم لیبه موقع تحو یساختمان یهااکثر پروژه

 ی. براابدیکاهش  هنیهز نیاست که بهتر است زمان پروژه با کمتر یهیبرساند. بد انیکمتر از زمان نرمال اتمام، به پا ،یمشخص

 افتنی یبرا یخط یزیرشده است. مدل برنامه یآورساخت کانال آب از ناظر پروژه جمع همربوط به پروژ یهامقاله، داده نیا

بدست  جینتا تیهر فعال یشود. سپس مدل توسط نرم افزار اکسل حل شده و برایاعمال م تیزمان هر فعال یمقدار فشردگ

 .شودیم نییده تعمربوط به زمان اتمام درخواست ش نهیبه نهیهز تی. در نهادیآیم
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1- Introduction  
All project managers want the project to be completed with minimum time and cost. For this 

purpose, researches have been done and various methods have been presented. Tarek and Tolga [1] 

provide a spreadsheet-based construction program optimization model that integrates critical path 

network planning with time cost trade-off, resource allocation, and cash flow management. Borna and 

Mario [2] provide an optimization platform for construction planning and integration of heuristic 

methods, mathematical programming, and project management tools methods. It then combines the cited 

methods with Building Information Modeling (BIM). 

Scott and Liang [3] introduce a new algorithm using integer programming and linear programming 

to select optimal resources so that the time and cost of a construction project are optimized. Kunpeng 

and Bin [4] introduce an AON-Solver method for project crashing. This approach determines the project 

completion time using the concepts of critical path and defining network structures in Excel software. 

This approach has less constraints and decision variables than the AOA-Solver approach. 

The current paper applies linear programming to find the optimal crash time for each activity of a 

canal construction project. It extends the work developed by Borna and Mario [2] as mentioned before. 
 

2- Methodology 
 Data from a canal construction project was collected from the project supervisor (Table1). The data 

was used to draw the activity network diagram (Figure1). Also, it was used to calculate cost slope for 
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each activity.  The cost slope is calculated by the following formula and the results for each activity are 

shown in Table2. 

Cost slope= 
Crashing Cost−Normal Cost

𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒−𝐶𝑟𝑎𝑠ℎ𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
 

 
Project time-cost crash problem is developed as a linear programming (LP) model. Then it solved 

by excel solver to minimize the total cost and schedule the project crashing time. The overall procedure 

for scheduling project crashing time with the minimum total cost can be summarized as follows: 

1. Draw the activity network diagram. 

2. Compute the cost slope for each activity. 

3. Formulate normal start time of each activity as a linear programming (LP) model and determine 

the normal project completion time. 

4. Formulate project time-cost crash problem as a linear programming (LP) model. 

5. Solve and analyze the model using excel software. 

 

Table 1- Description of activities, predecessors, normal time, normal cost, crashing time and cost. 
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Fig1- Activity network diagram. 

 

Table 2- Cost slope for each activity. 

 

 

3- Solution method 

3.1 Linear programming for normal start time of activities 

The project scheduling problem was formulated using linear programming to determine the normal 

start time of each activity and thus determine the project completion time. 

Minimize Z=∑jXj                                                                                                                                    (1) 

Subject to: 

Xj-Xi≥Di, for all j and i                                                                                                                           (2)     

Xj ≥ 0, for all j                                                                                                                                        (3) 

Following gives application of above formulation. Because the constraints took up so much space, 

several constraints are written in one line. 

Minimize Z= XA+XB+XC+XD+XE+XF+XG+XH+XK+XL+XM+XN+XO+XP+XQ+XR 

 

Subject to: 

XA =0                                        XB-XA≥30                            XC-XB≥100                     XD-XC≥90                                                              

XE-XC≥90                                 XF-XD≥110                           XF-XE≥105                     XG-XF≥95                                                    

XH-XG≥100                               XK-XH≥98                             XL-XK≥110                     XM-XL≥90 

XN-XM≥90                                XO-XM≥90                             XP-XO≥20                       XQ-XN≥100                                                     

XQ-XP≥14                                 XR-XQ≥15 

and                                           XA, XB, XC, …, XR≥0 

where                                       Xj: Earliest start time for activity j,         Dj: The duration for activity j 
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3.1.1 Application of excel software for normal start time of activities 

We define the decision variables, constraints, and the objective function on spreadsheet. The 

constraint row fills with coefficients of the constrains that presented before. In total column we use 

sumproduct function of earliest start row and each constraint row, and in limit column we wrote the 

duration in constraints. Obviously, the earliest project completion time is earliest start of activity R plus 

normal duration of activity R. As you can see, the project will be completed in 1073 days. 

 
Table 3- LP model for the earliest start time of activities in excel software 

 
 

3.2 Crashing project time using linear programming 

The project master wants the project to be completed sooner than usual in 1050 days with minimum 

cost. We have the amount of crashing time and the cost of crashing for each activity. The linear 

programming for crashing project is formulated below. 

 

Minimize crash cost= ∑αij. Yij                                                                                                              (4) 

subject to: 

Yj≤ DN
j – DC

j                                                                                                                                                                                                                          (5) 

  Xj≥Xi+DN
j-Yj                                                                                                                                                                                                                          (6) 

   Xfinish= The time requested                                                                                                                                                                                          (7) 

  Xstart=0                                                                                                                                                     (8) 

          Yj≥0                                                                                                                                                         (9) 

Xj≥0                                                                                                                                                      (10) 

α: Crash cost per day, 

Xj: End time of activity j 
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Following gives application of above formulation. Because the constraints took up so much space, 

several constraints are written in one line. 

Minimize crash cost= 100000000.YA+100000000. YB+ 200000000. YC+…+ 3333333.33. YR 

Subject to: 

Crash time constraints:  

YA≤2                                    YB≤2                                           YC≤1                                           YD≤2                                                                       

YE≤3                                    YF≤2                                           YG≤1                                           YH≤2                                                               

YK≤1                                   YL≤2                                            YM≤1                                          YN≤2 

YO≤1                                   YP≤2                                           YQ≤2                                           YR≤3 

Finish time constraints: 

XA-Xstart+YA≥30                                        XB-XA+YB≥100                                           XC-XB+YC≥90 

XD-XC+YD≥110                                        XE-XC+YE≥105                                           XF-XD+YF≥95 

XF-XE+YF≥95                                           XG-XF+YG≥100                                          XH-XG+YH≥98 

XK-XH+YK≥110                                        XL-XK+YL≥90                                            XM-XL+YM≥90 

XN-XM+YN≥100                                       XO-XM+YO≥20                                           XP-XO+YP≥14 

XQ-XN+YQ≥15                                         XQ-XP+YQ≥15                                           XR-XQ+YR≥45 

Xstart=0,                                                   Xfinish=1050 

For every activity X, Y≥0 

 

3.2.1 Solution of Linear programming model for the project crashing using excel software 

The problem-solving steps have been described before. The results were highlighted in dark color 

in Table 4. The completion time of the project is what the project master wanted. The results will be 

clearly shown in Table 5 in the next section. 

 
Table 4- LP model for the project crashing in excel software 
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4- Results and discussion 
To determine the minimum crashing cost to reduce project completion time, linear programming 

was applied and solved by excel software. The aim is to find the best way to reduce each activity duration 

with minimum cost. Table 5 gives the results. As you can see, activity O, activity P and activity E are 

not crashed. All activities could be crashed, but the project cost would have increased dramatically. If 

we reduce 23 days from project normal completion time, we will have a 5% increase in project cost. We 

set different requested completion time in the model to observe the trend of project cost (Figure2). As 

the crashing time of the project increases, the project cost increases. 

 
Table 5- Results of LP model for crashing project 

 
 

 
Fig 2- The trend of increasing the project cost in crashing project process. 

 

4- Conclusion and future works 
It is important that a project is completed on time to save project costs with less resources and 

durations to improve productivity and effectiveness of the project. Therefore, we need to have an 

efficient plan for the project. Researches have been done in this field that utilize different methods to 

optimize the time and cost of the project. Genetic algorithm, fuzzy multi objective genetic algorithm, 

linear programming, Integer programming and dynamic programming are examples of methods that 

have been used. 

 The current paper extended the work made by Borna and Mario [2]. The linear programming model 

applied in this study is effective and simple approach that can help construction managers to control 

time and cost of project. Managers can only use Excel software to optimize their project schedule so that 

they do not have to pay extra. The findings of this project show that by reducing the project time by 2%, 

the project cost increases by 5%. However, as project time decreases, indirect costs decrease, so the net 

cost should be considered. 
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The Project activities duration depends on several external factors. Therefore, it suggested to 

evaluate the risks of each activity. A three-point estimating with Beta distribution for activity duration 

time can be applied for a more accurate estimate. Hence that the probability of the project completion 

on the scheduled date can be measured. It is suggested that resource constraints be considered in future 

research. For this purpose, Pritsker [5] model can be applied for this method.  It is also possible to 

consider several executable modes for each activity duration and solve the problem with multi-mode 

resource constraints. Talbot [6] model can be implemented for this problem.  
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